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Introduetion 

This training course is a part of a thesis to obtain the MSc-degree at the Eindhoven University of 
Technology. The theoretica! backgrounds ofhow the training course eventually is developed are 
described in the thesis. 

The training course 'environmental problems and a way to help solving them' is developed to increase 
environmental awareness of students and to present ways in which they can develop a better attitude 
towards nature. The first part ofthe training course is tested with studentsin the age of 15-16-17 years 
old, but it can also be used for younger and elder students, with some minor changes in language used. 

The main aim ofthe training course is to increase the student's environmental awareness by showing the 
student's the necessity to change their behaviour towards nature. The practical result translates the 
general subject 'environmental problems' into personal problem for which they have to learn to feel 
responsible. That is why the training course is divided in 5 parts in which different environmental related 
subjects are discussed. 

Each part ofthe training course starts with a general introduetion ofthe environmental problem in 
Belarus. The second part concerns, with exception ofthe subject 'water pollution' the consequences of 
the environmental problems for the future, which ends with the question: 
In what way can the students participate in solving this problem to ensure a sustainable society? 

After the break, several practical tests and practices are assimilated to stimulate the participants to think 
about their own behaviour and they way they have to change that behaviour into a less darnaging one 
towards nature. 

Separate time is freed for questions and discussion. In case time is left, statements can be discussed in 
this part as well. The last part concerns the formulation of a personal action plan with respect to the 
subject of that meeting. In this way students are again asked to think what they can do, in their own 
household, to help solving environmental problems. In this way, the concepts explained in the training 
course can be repeated in a small summary. 

The teacher's manual consists ofthe set of sheets for each part ofthe whole training course. When 
available also pieces of video tapes or cassettes are recommended and short assistance in the way of 
reeommending teaching techniques are added as well. 

The intention ofthe manual is to provide a flexible set of sheets which can be used as a guidance for 
teachers to present environmental problems. Depending on the selection of participants in this way 
emphasis can be led on different parts of the training course. Thr language used is chosen to be easy to 
understand for different age categories. 



Contents 

Part I: Why should energy be saved? 
- Assistanee 
- Sheets for the training course 

Part 2: Saving water: why and how? 
- Assistallee 
- Sheets for the training course 

Part 3: Waste disposal: reduce, reuse, recycle ad replace 
- Assistanee 
- Sheets for the training course 

Part 4: How to prevent water pollution 
- Assistanee 
- Sheets for the training course 

Part 5: Is noise an environmental problem? 
- Assistallee 
- Sheets for the training course 

Tests for the specific parts ofthe training course 
1. Why should energy be saved? 
2. Saving water: why and how? 
3. Waste disposal: reduee, reuse, recycle and replaee 
4. How to prevent water pollution. 
5. Is noise an environmental problem? 

List with environmental organisations 



question and to make some "'hoices by themselves. This quiz is presented on a sheet and the 
participants are asked to find the right date of first usage of a eertaio piece of equipment. During the 
presentation of the results, the necessity and rational usage are stipulated. Emphasise the time of 
appearance and the need to use some ofthis equipment as often as we do. 
Results: 
1b: Mr. Edison 
2c 
3b 
4a: 1949 appeared first calculator but oot in pocket size 
5b 
6a: 1940: principle of microwave, WWI: radar, 1956: first in hotel, restaurant, cafes 
7b: 1938 black/white 
8b 

4. Test about behaviour regarding energy consuming equipment. 
Test yourselfl: Let the students read the question, explain the aim and because some of the statements 
are formulated negatively, misunderstandings cao appear whether one point bas to be given or oot. 
That is why the statements have to be explained one at a time, so during the explanation, students are 
made clear whether they have to give themselves one point or oot. After presenting the statements, ask 
for the results by 0-3: raise hands, etc. 

0-2: you hardly use electricity 
3-6: your behaviour needs some approving 
7-11: you cao save a lot using the information presented in this course 

NOTES 

This approach of test and quizzes cao be used in every part of the training course, so this will oot be 
repeated every new subject. 

At the end of this edition no test will take place. The test for this edition cao be presented at the 
beginning or at the end of the next edition. 



General time schedule: 

Part ofthe course 

1: Introduetion 
TI: Theory 
m: Look at the future 

Break 
IV: Y our daily life 

V: Questions and discussion 
VI: Personal action plan 

TOT AL 

Time in minutes 

10 
lecture: 10 
lecture: 10 
video or discussion: 10 
10-15 
depending on the different parts: keep in 
mind about 5 minutes per part. 
Test: 5-10 (including discussion ofresults) 
10-15 
writing plan: 10 
results: 5 
test: 5-10 
approximately 120 

The first time, the time for introduetion will be spend to get to know the participants. The next edition, 
this part will be spend for discussing the results of last week's test. Or, when this is done during the part 
VI, the introduetion will be shorter and part VI will become longer. 

Part 5 ofthe training course 'is noise an environmental problem', partmis not present, but the time 
will be used to perform section 1 of 'Y our daily life'. 



Part 1: Why should energy be saved? 

Content of the training course: 

I. Introduetion 
11. Environmental problems in Belarus 
111. A look at the future 
BREAK 
IV. Your daily life: Practical tips 
V. Questions and Discussion 
VI. Actions for the near future 

Necessities: 

Cards with narnes of participants 
Pieces of paper: 
- the participants can use these to write down their ideas 
Overhead projector 
Television 
Video recorder 
Videotape 
- at the end of part 111. A look at the future 
- Baltic University Program: towards a sustainable Baltic Region: 
- tape number 2: Energy sourees 
-counter of the video starts at 27:10 min and ends at 31:55 minutes, restart at 38:25 minutes and end 
at 42:45 min. 

Practical assistance: 

Part JIJ: A look in the future 

First the concepts 'environmental problems' and health are explained. The rest of the contents of this 
part can be presented in two ways. First as a lecture, using the sheets as guidance. Secondly by asking 
the participants about their view on the future and an explanation of their view. Consequences of 
current behaviour, practical examples and the concept 'sustainable development' should result from the 
answers ofthe participants. 
Depending on the group of participants, the choice between lecturing or interactive approach should be 
made. When a more active attitude is desired the interactive apJ ~roach is a good way to stimulate that. 

Depending whether video equipment is available or not, statements about the future can be discussed 
asking the students how they think their future will look. They will start to tell about their education 
and their way of living, less without the state of the environment. So emphasise that a good state of the 
living surroundings (nature) is necessary, otherwise living itself becomes impossible. When video 
equipment is available, it will probably take too much time to and discuss statements about the future 
and watch video. However, if there are no questions in part V, statements can be discussed there as 
well. 

These statements can be: 

More and more is taken Jrom nature. At one point in the near future nature wil/ not be able to 
res/ore balances anymore. That is the end of life on earth. 



I a/ready think enough about my behaviour towards nature and still..... on my own it is of no use to 
do more. 

Until now, people are more concerned about environmental problems when they become visible: we 
have to change this kind of behaviour into a more proteelive one. 

Nature wil/ always resto re itself, independent of how much we take and how we use it. 

Economie and politica/ problems are more important than environmental problems. 

This session ends with about 10 rninutes of video tape about energy usage and a way to a sustainab1e 
world. 

Part IV Day ofyour lift 

This part consists of 1 large item and 4 smaller ones. 

1. Discussing a day of the students life. 
Day of your life: the group of participants is divided in three parts (1, 11, 111) in which is discussed 
what activities are carried out during a certain part of day coneenring the usage of ENERGY (not only 
electricity). The three main partscan be divided again in subgroups oftwo or three people according to 
the total number of participants. Group I discusses the moming: from the time they get up until the tie 
they arrive at school. Group 11 discusses the afternoon: from the time they arrive at school until the 
time they had their diner when they got home. The third group discusses the time after dinner until they 
go to bed (some people have also supper, depending on the school has finished and the time their 
parents are finished working). 
After approximately 10 rninutes, one representative of the group (or one representative of one 
subgroup) is asked to write on the blackboard all the activities they have found. When the results are 
written on the blackboard, the teacher repeats them, starting at the moming and when an action is 
repeated in the afternoon or evening, this is immediately pointed out, to emphasise the number of times, 
actions are carried out. 
After discussing the moming, other subgroups are asked to complete the list. A merely complete list of 
activities is provided in the teachers manual. The same is repeated for the afternoon and the evening. 

2. Quiz with electrical equipment and their usage 
Quiz about energy consuming equipment and their kWh: since most students absolutely no idea 
about it, this part can best be presented 'interactive'. Give the students time to read the question! Probe 
the general opinion and ask one of those students for his opinion and when it is wrong, ask more 
students. Emphasise, that it is important to keep the amount a piece of equipment uses in rnind 
especially when new equipment has to be bought. 
Results: 
Electrical boiler: 
Dryer: 
Light: 
Electrical stove: 
Refrigerator: 
Washing machine: 

1875 kWh 
530kWh 
480kWh 
400kWh 
302kWh 
230kWh 

3. Quiz with electrical equipment and year of first appearance 
Quiz about electrical equipment and their year of ftrst appearance: students have more idea about 
that, but this part can also be presented interactive after having given the students the time to read the 



Environmental problems and a way tJ help solving them: why should energy be saved? TITLE PAGE 

Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: 

WHY SHOULD ENERGY BE SAVED? 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: why should energy be sav,3d? 1.1 INTRODUCTION 

I 

INTRODUCTION 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: why should energy be saved? 1.2 IN: RODUCTION 

Ing. Wendy Haans 

student of 
International Technological Development Sciences 

Eindhoven University of Technology 

the Netherlands 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: why should energy be saved? 1.3 INTRODUCTION 

Aims of the training course: 

Stipulate necessity to change 

Give examples in ways you, students can participate to create 
a better living environment 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Environmental problems and a w< y to help solving them: why should energy be saved? 1.4 INTROOUCTION 

CONTENTS: 

1. Introduetion 

2. Environmental problems in Selarus 

3. A look at the future 

BREAK 

4. Your daily life: Practical tips 

5. Questions and Discussion 

6. Actions for the near future 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: why should energy be sc::ved? 1.1 PROSLEMS 

11 

ENVIRONMENT AL PROSLEMS 

IN 

THE REPUBLIC OF SELARUS 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help soMrlg them: why should energy be saved? IL2 PROSLEMS 

CONTENTS: 

What are environmental problems? 

What are the most important environmental 
problems in the Republic of Belarus? 

What are the main causes of those environmental 
problems? 

What are the main consequences of those 
environmental problems? 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: why should energy be saved? 11.3 PROSLEMS 

Definitions: 

Environmental problems: 

undesirable state of living surroundings, darnaging the whole 
ecological system, includi,ng materials and cultural 
inheritance 

Health: 

is a state of complete physical , psychological and social 
decency, nat just an absence of diseases or handicaps 
(World Health Organisation) 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Environmental problems and c. way to help solving them: why should energy be saved? 11.4 PROSLEMS 

Besides the consequences of the Chernobyl NPP 
accident: 

lrrational usage of natural resources and 

Large amount of (toxically) waste production 

which leads to 

Air pollution 

Water poltution 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Enuironmental problems and a 1111ay to help solving them: v11hy should energy be saved? 11.6 PROSLEMS 

Air pollution by transportation, industry and 
power stations 

From coal mining to lamp·:. 
1 0°/o of energy is lost during combustion, 60°/o in the 
turbine, 1 0°/o by generator, during electricty 
transmission 1 0°/o and the lamp causes another 95°/o 
loss. Losses mainly in the form of temperature (heat). 

1 kWh of coal only provides 0.015 kWh of energy 
(Source: Energy, from fossil fuels tot sustainable energy sources, A Sustainable Baltic Region, The 
Baltic UnÏIIersity, Uppsala, Sweden, 1996, p. 6) 

Traming course davalopad by Wandy Hnans. 19n 



Environmental problems and a way to help sollling them: why should energy be saved? ll5 PROBLEMS 

Chernobyl accident 

r
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Training course davalopad by Wendy Haans, 1997 
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Environmental prob,ems and a way to help solving them: why should energy be saved? 11.7 PROSLEMS 

lrrational usage of natural resources 

is due to 

people's behavier towards nature: 

people's attitude towards the usage of energy and 
water 

Saving energy is necessary to prevent energy 
deficits, but also to prevent further air and water 
pollution 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Environmental problems anC: a way to help solving them: why should energy be saved? 111.1 FUTURE 

111 

A LOOK ·AT THE FUTURE 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: why should energy be saved? 111.2 FUTURE 

Consequences of present behavior: 

- loss of natural resources 

- severe energy deficits 

- severe air pollution 

- severe water pollution 

- loss of species (flora and fauna) 

- more diseases 

- more damage on cultural inheritance 

-more debts 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: why should energy be saved? 111.3 FUTURE 

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 

to ensure that development meets the needs of the 
present without compromising the ability of future 
generations to meet their own needs 

World Commission on Environment and Development (WCO), 
1987 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans. 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: why should energy be saved? 111.4 FUTURE 

Total energy supply in different countries (1993) 

Norway 

Gas Coal 

'!?'A> 4% 

OI Hydro/RES 

36% 

Selarus 

lmported 

elect~city Co al 
2Vo 6% 

Gas 
40% OI 

52% 

Germany 

Nuclear 
'2% Coal 

49% 

~s ~:\: .. \}l:f<29% 
'6 Yo ;:•:=.=:=.· .... =·.·:=:::i:=: .. Hydro/RES 

: .. •· 1"/o 

OI 
40% 

Sweden 

Co al 

6% 

Nuclear 
Hydro/RES 

34% 
27% 

1"/o OI 
32% 

Russia 

Nuclear Coal 

5% tl% 

Gas 

45% 

Poland 

Gas 

OI S% 

14% 

Hydro/RES 

2% 

29% 

78% 

(Source: Energy: from fossil fuels to sustainable energy sources, p. 21, 
A Sustainable Baltic Reg ion, J. Salay, Uppsala university, Sweden, 1996) 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Environmental problems and . way to help solving them: why should energy be saved? 111.5 FUTURE 

Emissions of pollutants from electric power 
generation (in tons per GWh) 

Electric Power co2 N02 so2 Nuclear Waste 
Generation 
Technologies 
Co al 1058 3.00 3.00 not applicable 

Natural Gas 824 0.25 0.34 not applicable 

Nuclear 9 0.03 0.03 3.6 

Photovoltaic 6 0.01 0.02 not applicable 

(Solar Energy) 
Biofuel 0 0.61 0.15 not applicable 

Geothermal 57 trace trace not applicable 

Wind 7 trace trace not applicable 

Sol ar Therm al 4 trace trace not applicable 

Hydrapower 7 trace trace not applicable 

(Source: Energy: from fossil fuels to sustainable energy sources, p. 47, 
A Sustainable Baltic Region, J. Salay, Uppsala University, Sweden,1996) 

Tïaining course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 
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Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: why should energy Le saved? 111.6 FUTURE 

What can you do to provide a sustainable 
development in which resources are used rationa 
and enough energy is present for everybody? 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: why should energy be saved? IV.1 YOUR LIFE 

IV 

DAY OF YOUR LIFE 

Tïc.ining course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Environment31 problems and a way to help solving them: why should energy be saved? IV.2 YOUR LIFE 

LIST OF ENERGY SA VING ACTIVITIES: 

-DO NOT USE EXTRAHEATERIN WINTER 
- PUT ON EXTRA CLOTHES 
- PLACE DRAUGHT STOPPERS 
- MAKE TEA ONL Y ONE TIME AND PUT REST IN 
THERMOS 

- PREPARE MEALS TOGETHER. NOT SEPARATELY 
- DO NOT USE (TROLL Y)BUS TOO OFTEN, WALK IF 
YOU ONLY HAVETOGO SEVERAL STOPS 

-CLOSE CURTAINS WHEN IT IS GETTING DARK 
-DO NOT USE ALL AUDIONIDEO EQUIPMENT AT THE 
SAME TIME 

-TURN OFF LIGHT WHEN LEAVING AN EMPTY ROOM 
- USE ENERGY SA VING LAMPS 
- MEASURE YOUR ENERGY USAGE 
- USE CANDLES: IT IS MORE ROMANTIC AS WELL 
- USE THE WASHING MACHINE ONL Y FORA FULL 
WASH 

-CLOSE DOORS AFTER LEAVING A ROOM 
- WHEN SHOWERING, TAKE MORE HOT WATER BY 

USING LESS COLD WATER, NOT BY USING EVEN 
MORE HOT WATER 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Environmental problems a11d a way to help solving them: why should energy be saved? IV.4 YOUR LIFE 

LIST OF ENERGY CONSUMING EQUIPMENT: 

PUT THE FOLLOWING EQUIPMENT IN ORDER OF 
DECREASING ENERGY CONSUMPTION 

- LIGHT (ALL LAMPS IN A HOUSE TOGETHER) 
- ELECTRICAL BOILER 
- FRIDGE WITH FREEZER 
- WASHING MACHINE 
-WASH DRYER 
- ELECTRICAL STOVE 

ENERGY CONSUMPTION 

-1875 kWh 
-530 kWh 
-480 kWh 
-400 kWh 
-302 kWh 
-230 kWh 

(Source: Consument en Milieu, A. Hagendoorn, M. Van Will, Stichting Teleac, Utrecht, 1993, p.115) 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help sohling them: why should energy be saved? rv. 5 YOUR L IFE 

LIST OF ENERGY CONSUMING 
EQUIPMENT: 

What do you have in your house and since when 
does it exist? 

A B c 
1. Light bulb 1796 1879 1911 

2. Fluorescent lamp 1892 1911 1949 

3. Energy saving lamps 1932 1980 1987 

4. Electron ie calculator 1949 1961 1969 

5. Electrical heater 1890 1917 1934 

6. Micro wave 1956 1970 1987 

7. relevision 1924 1938 1951 

8. CD-player 1974 1982 1985 

Can't we miss some of this equipment? 
Or can't we at least use it less? 

(Source: Consument en Milieu, A. Hagendoorn, M. Van Will, Stichting Teleac, Utrecht, 1993, p.115) 

Training course developed by Weney Haans, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: why should energy be saved? IV.3 YOUR LIFE 

TEST YOURSELF! 

ONE POINT FOR EVERY STATEMENT THAT IS APPLICABLE 
FOR YOUR SITUATION: 

- I do notturn off the light when I leave a room for 
about 15 minutes 

- I do not switch off the remote control when I am 
not watching tv 

- I do not have energy saving lamps nor 
luminescent ones 

- When I buy electrical equipment I do not look at 
the energy consumption figures 

- Sametimes I watch tv and at the same time other 
family members listen to radio 

- In my househeld the laundry is dried in a dryer 
- I aften use an extra heater in my room 
- I rather open the window than putting off my 
sweater when it is too warm 

- I do not close curtains when it is getting dark 
- I rarely use candles instead of lamps 
- When I am preparing tea or coffee I am only 

preparing it for myself, not for my family members 
(Source: Consument en Milieu, A. Hagendoorn, M. Van Will, Stichting Teleac, Utrecht, 1993, p.115) 

Training course developed byWendy Haans, 1997 



Environmenial problems and a way to help sollling them: why should energy be saved? V. 1 QUEST 

V 

QUESTIONS 

& 

DISCUSSION 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Environmental problems ar.j a way to help solving them:why should energy be saved? Vl.1 ACTION PLAN 

VI 

PERSONAL ACTION PLAN 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: why should energy be ::>aved? Vl.2 ACTION PLAN 

What can you do to provide a sustainable 
development in which natural resources are used 
rationally and in which enough energy is present 
for everybody now and in the future? 

·raining course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: why should energy be saved? Vl.3 AGTION PLAN 

Try to change your behaviour towards nature: 
- save energy 
-save water 

Secome an active member of an 
environmental organisation or an ecological 
club: start an ecological club at your school! 

Correct your own and other people's polluting 
and wasting behaviour 

YOU HAVE A CHOICE AND YOU CAN START 
NOW!!! 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Part 2: Saving water: why and how? 

Content of the training course: 

I. Introduetion 
II. Water usage in Belarus 
m. Comparing ways of using water 
Break 
IV. Day ofyour life 
V. Questions and discussion 
VI. Personal action plan 

During the introduetion or after discussing this time's personal action plan, the test ofprevious time bas to be 
filled in and experiences during implementation ofthe personal action plan can be discussed. 
Necessities: 

Cards with narnes of participants 
Pieces of paper: 
- the participants can use these to write down their ideas 
Overhead projector 
Sink in the (class)room or buckets have to be brought or sinks in the toilet. 
Measuring jug of 1 litre necessary to determine water flow. 
Stopwatch necessary todetermine the water flow. 

Practical assistance: 

Part m: Comparing ways of using water 
lnstead of 'A look at the future' the theme: Comparing usage of water is introduced in which ways ofusing water 
in daily life for daily purposes are compared: a water wasting way and a water saving way. 
The examples are depicted on the sheets. 
First determine the flow of water by measuring the seconds it takes to fill a 1litre beaker. Henceforth, only the 
time an action takes bas to be measured by one ofthe students to oompare the usage of water. 
First let the students perform the activities as mentioned on the sheets, for example teeth brushing. Depending 
whether it is the water saving of water wasting way, let another student perform the other version. lndicate the 
loss, not only for one person, but also fora family a day, a week and a year. 

Part IV Day ofyour life 

This part consists of 1 large item and 4 smaller ones. 

Answers on the quiz about water usage: 
1. I 8. H 
2.E 9.C 
3. J 10. A 
4. G 11. K 
5. D 12. I 
6. K 13. B 
7. F 14. B 

For the other assistance hereby is referred to Part 1: why should energy be saved? 



Environmental problems a 1d a way to help solving them: saving water: why and how? TITLE PAGE 

Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: 

SA VING WATER: 

WHY 

AND 

HOW? 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, basedon concepts ofthe EcoTeam-approach as developed by GAP, Belarus, 1997 



NOTE: 
At the beginning or the end of this edition the test about the previous part of the training course 
about energy saving will take place. It is important that after filling in the test, a short discussion 
about the experiences with regard to imptementing the personal action plan are discussed. For this 
partabout 15 minutes has to be reserved. 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: saving water: why and hov ? 1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Aim of the training course: 

1. Stipulate necessity to change 
behaviour towards water usage. 

2. Present practical examples in which 
water can be saved. 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, basedon concepts ofthe EcoTeam-approach as developed by GAP, Belarus, 1997 



Environme::tal problems and a way to help solving them: saving water: why and how? 1.2 INTRODUCTION 

CONTENTS: 

1. Introduetion 

2. Water usage in Selarus 

3. Camparing ways of using water 

Break 

4. Day of your life 

5. Questions and discussion 

6. Personal action plan 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, based on concents of the Eco Team-approach as developed by GAP, Belarus, 1997 



Environmental problt.;mS and a way to help solving them: saving water: why and how? 11.1 WATER USAGE 

11 

WATER USAGE IN SELARUS 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, based on concepts of the E::oTeam-approach as developed by GAP, Belarus, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: saving water: v..:Jy and how? 11.2 WATER USAGE 

Water usage 

Households: 
personal hygiene 
cooking and drinking 
cleaning 

Recreation: . . sw1mm1ng 
sauna 
amusement parks 
zoo 

lndustry: 
production 
security 

Agriculture: 
growing food 

Your body consistsof more than 60°./o of water! 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, basedon concepts ofthe EcoTeam-approach as developed by GAP, Belarus, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: saving water: why and how? 11.3 WATER USAGE 

Reasens to save water: 

1. Water deficits 

2. Very high casts of water purification 

3. Water price is going to rise 

4. Saving money 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, basedon concepts ofthe EcoTeam-approach as developed by GAP, Belarus, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: saving water: why and how? 11.4 WATER USAGE 

The sourees of water in Bel a rus are: 

1. Lakes 

2. Underground water 

3. Sewage water that is purified 

4. Rain water 

Quality of water: 

Worse and worse because of water poltution by : 
- industry 
- agriculture 
- reereatien 
- navigation 
- electrical power stations 
-HOUSEHOLDS 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, based on concepts of ttie Eco Team-approach as developed by GAP, Belarus, 1997 



Environmental problerr:; and a way to help solving them: saving water: why and how? 11.5 WATER USAGE 

What do people daily use? 

Households with a water meter pay for the amount they 
u se. 

Households without water meter pay for: 
- a fixed amount of 300 I water a day OR 
- the average of the usage per building 

In the Netherlands people use, averagely, 
135 litres a day. 

Water is used for: 
- cooking and drinking 
-toilet 
- washing 
- washing dishes 
- cleaning house 
- personal hygiene 
- plants/garden, car 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, basedon concepts ofthe EcoTeam-approach as developed by GAP, Belarus, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: saving water: why and how? 111.1 COMPARISON 

111 

GOMPARING WAYS OF USING WATER 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, basedon concepts ofthe EcoTeam-approach as developed by GAP, Belarus, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: saving water: why and how? 111.2 COMPARISON 

lrrational usage of natural resources 

is due to 

people's behaviour towards nature: 

people's attitude towards the usage of energy and 
water 

Saving WATER is necessary to prevent water 
DEFICITS, but also to prevent further POLLUTION. 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, based on concepts of the Eco Team-approach as developed by GAP, Belarus, 1997 



Environrilental problems and a way to help solving them: saving water: why and how? 111.3 COMPARISON 

Some examples: 

1. Brushing teeth 

2. Washing your face 

3. Washing the dish·es 

4. Reg u lating temperature of water 

5. Preparing tea 

6. Flushing the toilet 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, based on concepts of the EcoTeam-approach as developed by GAP, Belarus, 1997 



Environmental proble1ns and a way to help solving them: saving water: why and how? 111.4 COMPARISON 

Statements: 

1. lt is a comfortable feeling to hear the water flowing when I 
am brushing me teeth, so I am not going to turn it off. 

2. Showering less than 10 minutesis unhealthy. 

3. Washing the dishes without the water flowing does not 
really clean the dishes. 

4. Water is cheap and we çto not pay for the real amount we 
use, so why should we save water? 

5. When the tap is leaking it is the duty of ZES or ZREO to 
repair it, nat my family's. 

Training course developed byWendy Haans, basedon concepts ofthe EcoTeam-approach as developed by GAP, Belarus, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them:saving water: whf and how? 111.5 COMPARISON 

What can you do to provide a sustainable society 
in which water is used rationally so that there is 
enough present for us now and for people in the 
future? 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, based on concepts of the Eco Team-approach as developed by GAP, Belarus, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: saving water: why and h<..v? IV.1 YOUR LIFE 

IV 

DAV OF YOUR LIFE 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, basedon concepts ofthe EcoTeam-approach as developed by GAP, Belarus, 1997 



Environntental problems and a way to help solving them: saving water: why and how? IV.2 YOUR LIFE 

1. Do notlet the water of the tap flow unnecessarily. 

2. Repair leaking taps, toilets or cisterns immediately. 

3. Wash your car using buckets with water not a (garden) 
hose. 

4. In the bathroom use water as economically as possible: 
think about options! 

5. Do not use unnecessary water for cooking and preparing 
tea. 

6. Do not let the water flow when washing the dis hes. 

7. Only wash a full machine of clothes, otherwise wash them 
by hand. 

You have a choice to change your behaviour and 
you can start now!!!! 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, basedon cor.cepts ofthe EcoTeam-approach as developed by GAP, Belarus, 1997 



Environmental prob1ams and a way to help solving them: saving water: why and how? IV.3 YOUR LIFE 

How many times a week do you use: 

PI ace Number of times 

tap in the kitchen 
I 
I 

I 
I 
i 

bath I shower 

washbasin in bathro·om 

1 washing machine 

toilet 

What is the result for your family? 
And your flat? 
And the inhabitants of Minsk? 
Be la rus? 
The world? 

Training course developed byWendy Haans, basedon concepts ofthe EcoTeam-approach as developed by GAP, Belarus, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: saving water: why and how? IV.4 YOUR LIFE 

How much water do the following activities cost, 
each time (!) they are carried out? 

1. Showering 5 minutes 
2. One bucket of water 
3. Main wash 
4. Pre-wash 
5. Flushing toilet 
6. Taking a bath 
7. Washing the dishes by hand 
8. Washing the dishes using dish washer 
9. Brushing teeth, flowing water 
10. Brushing teeth, tap closed 
11. Washing the car, using (garden) hose 
12. Washing car with buckets 
13. Preparing tea or coffee 
14. Washing hands 

A. 0.5 litres G. 20 litres 
8. 1 litres H. 30 litres 
c. 3 litres I. 50 litres 
D. 8 litres J. 100 litres 
E. 10 litres K. 150 litres 
F. 15 litres L. 250 litres 

And what about cooking and shaving? 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, based on concepts of the EcoTeam-approach as developed by GAP, Belarus, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: saving water: why and how? IV.S YOUR LIFE 

TEST YOURSELF! 

ONE POINT FOR EVERY STATEMENT THAT IS APPLICABLE 
FOR YOUR SITUATION: 

1. I like it when the water is flowing during teeth brushing. 
2. A daily bath is very relaxing. 
3. When washing the dishes I let the warm water flow. 
4. When washing the dishes I let the cold water flow 
afterwards to remave the soap. 
5. When cleaning the table, stove, and sinkafter dinner I let 
the water flow. 
6. I like a strong massaging jet of water during showering. 
7. I wash away my daily concern with a long, hot shower. 
8. In my househeld our car is washed using a (garden) hose. 
9. I wash my clothes when I need them, independent of the 
amount of laundry. 

Training course devefoped by Wendy Haans, basedon conceptsof the EcoTeam-approach as devefoped by GAP, Befarus, 1997 



Enviro11mental problems and a way to help solving them: saving water: why and how? V QUESTIONS 

V 

QUESTIONS AND DISCUSSION 

Training course developecl byWendy Haans, based 011 concepts ofthe EcoTeam-approach as developecl by GAP, Belarus, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: saving water: why and how? Vl.1 ACTION PLAN 

VI 

PERSONAL ACTION PLAN 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, basedon concepta of the EcoTeam-approach as developed by GAP, Belarus, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: saving water: why and how? Vl.2 ACTJON PLAN 

What can you do to provide a sustainable society 
in which enough clean water is present now and 
in the future? 

Training course developed byWendy Haans, basedon concepts ofthe EcoTeam-approach as developed by GAP, Belarus, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: saving water: why and '.ow? Vl.3 ACTION PLAN 

Try to change your behaviour towards nature: 
-save water 
- do not pollute water 
- save energy 
- avoid waste 

Secome an active member of an 
environmental organisation or an ecological 
club: start an ecological club at your school! 

Correct your own and other people's pollutin~ 
and wasting behaviour 

YOU HAVE A CHOICE AND YOU CAN START 
NOW!!! 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, basedon concepts ofthe EcoTeam-approach as developed by GAP, Belarus, 1997 



Part 3: waste disposal: reduce, reuse, recycle and replace 

Content of the training course: 

I. Introduetion 
ll. Theory: waste disposal in Belarus 
m. A look in the future 
Break 
IV. Practical examples 
V. Questions and discussion 
VI. Personal action plan 

During the introduetion or after discussing this time's personal action plan, the test ofprevious time bas to be 
filled in and experiences during implementation of the personal action plan can be discussed. The results of the 
test about energy saving can be handed out to every student personally. 

Necessities: 

Cards with narnes of participants 
Pieces of paper: 
- the participants can use these to write down their ideas 
Overhead projector 
Video recorder 
Television 
Videotape: 
- Baltic University Program: towards a sustainable Baltic Region, 
- tape number 2: Energy sourees 
-start 15.10- 20.10 min. and 28.27 min-33.55 minutes 
-tape about 'Man and Material flows' probably also contains useful material 
Posters made ofphoto's taken in Minsk near Surganova street. (examples are added in A4-format). 

Practical assistance: 

For all parts see part I Energy saving. 

Reduction using recycled paper: 
50% less water pollution 
60% less air pollution 
85% less energy usage 
95% less water usage. 

Test yourself: 
0-3: you are a very tidy, neat, proper student, please continue this attitude! Ifyou are annoyed by other 
people's attitude do not hesitate to notify them. 
4-6: your behaviour needs some approving: it does not cost that much effort to help to keep your 
country clean. 
7-15: you do not care about the tidiness of the environment. Y our attitude definitely needs to change, 
use the tips from this training course! 



Environmental p :>blems and a way to help solving them: reduce, reuse, recycle & replace TITLE PAGE 

Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: 

WASTE DISPOSAL: 

RE DUCE 

REU SE 

RECYCLE 

REPLAGE 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, basedon conceptsof 'he EcoTeam-approach as developed by GAP, Belarus, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: reduce, 1 euse, recycle & replace 1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Aims of the training course: 

1. Stipulate necessity to change 
behaviour regarding waste disposal. 

2. Present practical examples how 
waste can be reduced, reused, 
recycled and replaced. 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, based on concepts of the Eco Team-approach as developed by GAP, Belarus, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: reduce, reuse, recyc.e & replace 1.2 INTRODUCTION 

1. Introduetion 

2. Theory 

CONTENTS: 

3. A look in the future 

Break 

4. Practical examples 

5. Questions and discussion 

6. Personal action plan 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, based on concepts of the Eco Team-approach as developed by GAP, Belarus, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: reduce, reuse, recycle & replace 

Waste disposal: 

Households: 
by water (toilet, sink) 
by air (smoking) 
garbage 

lndustry: 
in air 
in water 
in ground 

Natural waste: 
waste produced by nature 
(leaves falling from trees, C02) 

11.1 THEORY 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, based on concepts of the Eco Team-approach as developed by GAP, Belarus, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: reduce, reuse, recycle & replace 11.2 THEORY 

Definition of waste material1
: 

- what is leftafter production or consumption of goods & 
- what has (al most) no value anymore for the producer or 
consumer & 
- which will not be used anymore in conformanee with it's 
original destiny. 

Forms in which waste exists: 
- toxic 
- xenogene 
- recycled 
- non degradable 

In households: 
-paper 
- glass 
- tins/cans 
-plastics 
- textile/clothing 
- organic waste 
-ether waste 

C Dutch Ministry of Public Health, Spatial Organisation and Environment (VROM), lecture notes 'Vaste afvalstoffen technologie, 
ir. J.M.N. van Kasteren, ir. M.H.M. Raats, 1996) 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, based on concepts cf the EcoTeam-approach as developed by GAP, Belarus, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: reduce, reuse, recycle & replace 

Ways to dispose waste: 

- in landfills 

- burning 

- composting 

soil and leaves 

vegetables and kitchen waste 

soil and leaves 

vegetables and kitchen waste 

leaves 

twigs 

11.3 THEORY 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, based on concepts of the EcoTeam-approach as developed by GAP, Belarus, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: reduce, reuse, recyc,a & replace 11.4 THEORY 

Waste is a problem because of it's amount and it's 
darnaging effect on nature 

In the Netherlands a househeld (average is 2.4 persons) 
produces 1140 kg waste a year: 
that is 4 7 5 kg per pers on ! 
This is the same as 150 garbage backs or 50 mini containers 
per househeld ! ! ! ! ! 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, basedon concepts ofthe EcoTeam-approach as developed by GAP, Belarus, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: reduce, reuse, recycle & replace 111.1 FUTURE 

111 

A LOOK AT THE FUTURE 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, based on concepts of the Eco Team-approach as developed by GAP, Belarus, 1997 



Environmen,al problems and a way to help solving them: reduce, reuse, recycle & replace 111.2 FUTURE 

Consequences for nature because of waste: 

1. Landfills full 

2. More people: more waste 

3. What effects will non degradable materials have? 

4. Nuclear waste? 

5. Cold war residues? 

6. Toxic effects? 

Training course devetoped by Wendy Haans, basedon conceptsof the EcoTeam-approach as developed by GAP, Belarus, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: reduce, reuse, recycle & reptace 111.3 FUTURE 

What can you do? 

1. Prevent waste 

2. Change your behaviour towards waste disposal 

3. Separate waste 

4. More responsible consumer behaviour when 
buying goods and food 

Training course devetoped by Wendy Haans, basedon conceptsof the EcoTeam-approach as devetoped by GAP; Betarus, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: reduce, reuse, recjcle & replace IV.1 YOUR LIFE 

IV 

DAY OF YOUR LIFE 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, baseet on concepts of the Eco Team-approach as developed by GAP, Belarus, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: reduce, reuse, recycle & replace IV.2 YOUR LIFE 

REDUCE WASTE! 
1. Avoid packaging 
2. Use less polluting packaging 
3. Avoid disposable articles: napkins, diapers, 
handkerchiefs, lighters 
4. Use paper economically 
5. Avoid small chemical waste: batteries, paint, 
medicines, cosmetics 
6. Make your own heap of compost 
7. More responsible purchases 

' 

REUSE MA TER/ALS! 
1. Reuse envelopes 
2. Avoid disposable articles 
3. Reuse clothes 
4. Repair equipment in time! (tape recorder, washing 
machine, refrigerator, car) 

RECYCLE! 
1. Separate waste: try it for a week and see the result 
2. Compost 
3. Return empty botties of beer, milk 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, based on concepts of the Eco Team-approach as developed by GAP, Belarus, 1997 



Environme1 tal problems and a way to help solving them: reduce, reuse, recycle & replace IV.3 YOUR LIFE 

REPLACEt 
1. Replace non degradable materials with degradable 
on es 
2. Replace plastics by natural products 
3. Repair leaking taps 
4. Use ecological produced products 
5. Use recycled products: paper, etc. 

You have a choice tö change your behaviour and 
you can start now!!!! 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, based on concep ts of the EcoTeam-approach as developed by GAP, Belarus, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: reduce, reuse, recycle & replace IV.4 YOUR LIFE 

Production of paper with used paper as raw 
material leads to: 

1. Less air pollution 

2. Less energy usage 

3. Less water usage 

4. Less water pollution 
, 

How much less?????? 

(Choose the right amount.) 

A. 50% 

8. 60% 

c. 85% 

D. 95% 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, based on concepts of the Eco Team-approach as developed by GAP, Belarus, 199-:' 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: reduce, reuse, rec}cle & replace IV.S YOUR LIFE 

TEST YOURSELF! 

ONE POINT FOR EVERY STATEMENTTHAT IS APPLICABLE 
FOR YOUR SITUATION: 

1. I use paper only on one side. 
2. I use envelopes only one time. 
3. I do not separate garbage. 
4. When I throw away waste and it is not exactly IN the basket lleave 
it like that. 
5. When I am eating down the street I throw away my leftovers at the 
place where I am at that mo111ent instead of taking it home or 
throwing it in a trash can. 
6. Usually when I smoke, I throw away my fag where I stand, not 
always in an ash tray. 
7. I preter to buy yoghurt with fruits instead of preparing it my self 
with fresh fruits. 
8. When I am outside walking my pets, I leave the shit of my pets 
where they defecated. 
9. I do not return empty bottles. 
10. I sametimes throw away batteries, medici nes, pa int or cosrnatics 
with my household's waste. 
11. I throw away leftovers of dinnar (supper). 
12. Sometimes, food or fat is thrown away with water through the 
sink during cooking. 
13.1 preter to use disposable (paper) handkerchiefs and napkins. 
14. When I go to the market I usually buy a plastic bag from the 
baboeshka's. 
15. I do nottake packaging into account when I am shopping. 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, basedon conceptsof the EcoTeam-approach as developed by GAP, Belarus, 1997 



lnvironmental problems and a way to help solving them: reduce, reuse, recycle & replace V.1 QUESTIONS 

V 

QUESTIONS AND DISCUSSION 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, based on concepts of the Eco Team-approach as developed by GAP, Belarus, 1997 



Environmantal problems and a way to help solving them: reduce, reuse, recycle & replace V1.1 ACTION PLAN 

VI 

PERSONAL ACTION PLAN 

Training course developed byWendy Haans, basedon concepts ofthe EcoTeam-approach as developed by GAP, Belarus, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: red u .:e, reuse, recycle & replace Vl.2 ACTION PLAN 

What can you do to provide a sustainable society 
with as little waste as possible? 

What can you: 

- reduce? 

- reuse? 

-recycle? 

- replace? 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, basedon concepts ofthe EcoTeam-approach as developed by GAP, Belarus, 19!17 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: reduce, reuse, rr cycle & replace Vl.3 ACTION PLAN 

Try to change your behaviour towards nature 

Correct your own and other people's polluting 
and wasting behaviour 

' 

YOU HAVE A CHOICE AND YOU CAN START 
NOW!!! 

Training course developed byWendy Haans, basedon concepts ofthe EcoTeam-approach as developed by GAP, Belarus, 1997 



Part 4: how to prevent water pollotion 

Content of the training course: 

I. Introduetion 
II. Water pollution in Belarus 
m. A look at the future 
Break 
IV. Day ofyour life 
V. Questions and discussion 
VI. Personal action plan 

In part m: a look at the future also the consequences of water deficits are discussed, so refer to the infonnation 
which was provided in that part ofthe training course. Also refer to the relation between waste disposal and water 
pollution. 

During the introduetion or after discussing this tinte's personal action plan, the test ofprevious time has to he 
tilled in and experiences during intplementation of the personal action plan can he discussed. The results of the 
water saving test can he handed out personally. 

Necessities: 

Cards with narnes of participants 
Pieces of paper: 
- the participants can use these to write down their ideas 
Overhead projector 
Poster: of waste at the shore of Svisloch river near Conference Centre. 

Practical assistance: 

For all parts see part I Energy saving. 

Again part IV starts with a day of your life. Then the detergents and the way they are used in a household are 
discussed. 

The results of the test: 
0-1: you hardly pollute water in your household: keep up the good spirit! 
2-4: you can intprove yourself, but you are on the right track 
5-8: you definitely have to change: become more aware ofthe water polluting activities during the day! 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: how to prevent water pollution TITLE PAGE 

Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: 

HOW 

TO PREVENT 

WATER POLLUTION? 

Training course developed by W~ndy Haans, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: h<:w to prevent water pollution 1.1 INTRODUCTION 

CONTENTS: 

1. Introduetion 

2. Water pollution in Selarus 

3. A look at the future 

Break 

4. Day of your life 

5. Questions and discussion 

6. Personal action plan 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: how to prevent water pollution 1.2 INTRODUCTION 

AIMS OF THE TRAINING COURSE: 

1. Stipulate necessity to change 
behaviour regarding water usage 

2. Present practical examples how to 
prevent water pollution in your own 
household. 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: how to prevent water pollulion 11.1 THEORY 

11 

WATER POLLUTION 

IN 

SELARUS 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Environr.tental problems and a way to help solving them: how to prevent water pollution 

Water pollution 

Households: 
cooking 
cleaning 
washing 
waste disposal 
toilet 

Reereatien: 
swimming 
sauna 
amusement parks 

lndustry: 
waste disposal 

Agriculture: 
fertilisers 
pesticides 

Navigation: 
waste disposal 
disposal of water under machine chamber 

Electrical power station: 
cooling water 
waste disposal 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 

11.2 THEORY 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them; how to prevent water pollution 

Water poltution by households: 

1. Phosphor containing washing powder 

2. Using toilet as waste disposal: 
- leftovers from foot 
- toilet paper 
-fat 
- sanitary tewels 
- condoms 
-tealeaves 
- old medicines 

3. Using heavy chemical detergents: 
- cleaning toilet, bathroom, kitchen 
- washing dishes 

4. Flushing I eftavers of food through sink 

11.3 THEORY 

5. Using chemica I soap for washing and showering 

6. Using too much detergents and soap 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: how to prevlnt water pollution 11.4 THEORY 

Where does waste water in Selarus go to? 

1. Waste water cleaning stations 

2. Rivers (longer than 500 km's) 
W. Dvina, Neman, Viliya, Dnepr, Berezyna, Sozh, Pripyat 

3. The Baltic Sea (44°/o of rivers: first three mentioned) 

4. The Black Sea (56% of rivers: last four mentioned) 

5. Soil 

6. Evaporates into the air 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: how to prevent water pollution 

What do people use per day? 

Households without water meter pay for: 
- a fixed amount of 300 I water a day OR 
- the average of the usage per building 

In the Netherlands people use, averagely, 
135 litres a day. 

Water is used for: 
- cooking and drinking 
-toilet 
- washing 
- washing dishes 
- cleaning house 
- personal hygiene 
- plants/garden, car 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 

11.5 THEORY 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: how to prevent water poltution 111.1 FUTURE 

111 

A LOOK AT THE FUTURE 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 
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Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: how to prevent water poltution 

Consequences of water pollution: 

1. Water deficits 

2. Very high costs of water purification 

3. Rising water prices 

4. Soil poltution 

5. Diseases at human beings, animals, 
plants: disturbance ecological system 

6. Death of species 

7. No more drinking water from taps 

Training course developed'by Wendy Haans, 1997 

111.2 FUTURE 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: how to prevl .1t water pollution 111.3 FUTURE 

lrrational usage of natural resources 

is due to 

people's behaviour towards nature: 

people's way of dispos.ing waste 

people's attitude towards the usage of energy and 
water 

Prevention of WATER POLLUTION is necessary te 
prevent water DEFICITS and all consequences of 
water pollution. 

Training course devetoped by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: how to prevent water polfution 111.4 FUTURE 

Statements: 

More and more waste is produced and landfitis are unhealthy 
and they smell awful, waste can better be disposed in seas. 

lf I am the only one who is using ecologically clean (more 
expensive) washing powder, it is not effective. 

Water pollution is related .to the price of water: the more it has 
to be purified, the more it will cost. 

lt smells terrible and looks dirty when toilet paper is put in a 
basket instead of in the toilet. 

The water in Minsk is clean enough to drink it directly from 
the tap. 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Envin:mmental problems and a way to help solving them: how to prevent water pollution IV.1 YOUR LIFE 

IV 

DAY OF YOUR LIFE 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving ther.-,: how to prevent water pollution IV.2 YOUR LIFE 

How many polluting detergents do you have in 
your household? 

1. Washing powder 
2. Cleaning soap 
3. Soap to wash body 
4. Shampoo and conditioner 
5. Spirit 
6. Nail polish remover 
7. Thinner 
8. Lotion 

Take the effects of nature into account when 
purchasing detergents. 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: how to prevt.nt water pollution IV.3 YOUR LIFE 

Test yourself!!!! 
One point for every statement that is applicable to your 
situation. 

1. I do not think of the amount of toilet paper I use when 
I am at the toilet. 

2. I dispose fat from cooking through the toilet or 
through the sink. 

3. I throw paint and medicines through the toilet. 

4. I dispose sanitary towels through the toilet. 

5. Wh en leftovers of food are still on the dishes I 
dispose them with water in the sink. 

6. My washing powder contains phosphorous 
components. 

7. I do not know whether my detergents are ecologically 
clean. 

8. I use the amount of detergents or more as what is 
stated on the cover to clean. 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them:how to prevent water poltution V.1 QUESTIONS 

V 

QUESTIONS AND DISCUSSION 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Env .. ·onmental problems and a way to help solving them: how to prevent water pollution Vl.1 ACTION PLAN 

VI 

PERSONAL ACTION PLAN 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving ther;t:how to prevent water pollution Vl.2 ACTION PLAN 

What can you do to provide a sustainable society 
in which enough CLEAN water is present now 
and in the future? 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them:how to prevent water pollution Vl.3 ACTION PLAN 

Try to change your behaviour towards nature: 
- do not pollute water 
-take into account the effects on nature when 
purchasing cleaning detergents 
-save water 
- save energy 
- avoid waste 

Secome an active member of an 
environmental organisation or an ecological 
club: start an ecological club at your school! 

Correct your own and other people's polluting 
and wasting behaviour 

YOU HAVE A CHOICE AND YOU CAN START 
NOW!!! 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Part 5: is noise an environmental problem? 

Content of the training course: 

I. Introduetion 
11. Noise as an environmental problem 
m. Day of your life: section 1 of the tape 
Break 
ill: Day ofyour life: sections 2 and 3, test 
IV. Questions and discussion 
V. Personal action plan 

During the introduetion or after discussing this time's personal action plan, the test ofprevious time bas to be 
tilled in and experiences during implementation of the personal action plan can be discussed. The results of the 
water saving test can be handed out personally. 

This time's test an be filled in and immediately discussed inthelast session. The last session willlast about an 
hoor and the usefulness of the course will be discussed. Also behaviour and the way it has changed. A list with 
environmental organisations will be provided as well. 

Necessities: 

Cards with narnes of partic i pants 
Pieces of paper: 
- the participants can use these to write down their ideas 
Overhead projector 
Tape recorder 
Tape: with dornestic sounds. 

Practical assistance: 

F or all parts see part I Energy sa ving. 

lfnecessary, also a section called 'Noise and Radiation' can be added, depending on the school where the training 
course is presented. In that part can be discussed that noise and radiation are both waves of a certain frequency. 
The detrimental effects of radiation can be discussed. More information about radiation can he obtained from 
'Sagarov Institute ofEnvironmental Radiation Sciences'. A program is available at that institute and is therefore 
not included in this training course. 

Again part m starts with a day of your life: 

Concerning the tape 
Section 1: 
• let the students hear the sounds of city life 
• discuss which sounds annoy the students in daily life 
Follow the sheet and discuss when the different actions can be annoying. Let them guess which noise levels 

(decibels) are harmful. 
Section 2: 
• let the students hear the tape with sounds of electrical equipment and sound at home 
• ask them to write down the sounds they recognise 
• after listening to the whole tape let them count how many times a day they produce those sounds 
• let them also write down which of the sounds are produced by their neighbours and annoy them 



• discuss the results: emphasis the times actions are repeated and their noise level. 
Section 3: 
• let the students hear the tape, section music. 
• let them write down whether they do or do not like the songs and to what extent: a lot, a little 
• discuss the time and mood dependency of feelings of annoyment. 

The results of the test: 
0-2 you are very quiet and take other people into account. 
3-6 you only take people into account when it is comfortable for you, depending on your mood 
7-10: you definitely have to change: become more aware ofthe amount ofnoise you produce and how you annoy 
people with it! 



List of sounds on tape: 
Subject 

CITYLIFE 
Impressions of a big city 
Sound of a vegetab ie market 
Sounds of a fish market 
Sounds of sales at a fruit, meat, pastry 
Tram 
Overground subway 
Overground subway, two carriage frames 
Bus 

ELECTRIC HOUSEHOLD ARTICLES 
Coffee milt 
Vacuum cleaner 
Electric raiser 
Hairdryer 
Mixer 

SOUND AT HOME 
Thekitchen 
Gas-cooker 
Hot water geyser 
Lightening cooker 
Wash-stand 
Tap 
Bath-tub (get filled) 
Bath-tub (get empty) 
Shutters (to open and close) 
Knocking on a door and peeping door 
Lift 
Footsteps in gravel 
Footsteps at a wooden floor 
Up and down at wooden steps 
To open botties 
To empty botties 
Plates and dishes 
Cleaning dishes 
SONGS 
The Kelly Family 
Guus Meeuwis & Vagant 
Felix Medelssohn-Bartholdy 
Musical Angel Voices 
Fooi' s garden 
George Bizet 
2 Unlimited 
Edith Piaff 
Laura Branigan 
Ra vel 

Time in minutes 

(total 11 '03) 
1 '58 
0'48 
1'32 
2'19 
0'21, 0' 18, 0'25 
0'52 
0'53 
0'29, 1 '08 

(total5'35) 
0'28 
0'55 
1'32 
1'25 
1'15 

(total 11 '33) 
0'55 
0'15 
0'20 
1 '01 
0'55 
0'58 
0'50 
0'35 
0'07 
0'30 
0'59 
0'46 
1'05 
0'32 
0'15 
0'15 
1 '12 
1'07 
(total16'39) 
I can't help myself 
Het is een nacht ....... (levensecht) 
A Midsummernightsdream 
Holy, holy 
Lemon tree 
Carmensuite 

11'13 

16'48 

'No limit' Automatic Breakbeat Mix 
Non, je ne regrette rien 
Self Control 
Bolero 

45'00 
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Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: 
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Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: is noise an environmental problem? 1.1 INTRO 

I 

INTRODUCTION 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Envh Jnmental problems and a way to help solving them: is noise an environmental problem? 1.2 INTRO 

Aims of the training course: 

Stipulate necessity to change your behaviour towards noise 

Give examples in ways you, students can participate to create 
a better living environment 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: is noise an environmental problem? 1.3 INTRO 

CONTENTS: 

1. Introduetion 

2. Noise as an environmental problem 

3. Noise in relation to radialion 

BREAK 

4. Your daily life: practical tips 

5. Questions and Discussion 

6. Actions for the near future 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Environmental problems and ·a way to help solving them: is noise an environmental problem? 11.1 PROSLEMS 

11 

NOISE 
·' 

ASAN 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROSLEM 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: is noise an environmental problem? 11.2 PROSLEMS 

What is noise? 

What kind of noise can be distinguished? 

How can noise be me·asured? 

When is noise harmful? 

What are the main consequences of noise? 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



E· .vironmental problems and a way to help solving them: is noise an environmental problem? 11.3 THEORY 

Definitions: 

NOISE: 

not wanted sounds 

ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE: 

noise experienced by people generated outside households 

OCCUPATIONAL NOISE:. 

noise experienced by people generated inside households 
and work place 

TWO WAYS OF MEASURING NOISE: 

1. physically measuring sound pressure 
2. recording the discomfort or annoyance caused by noise 

( Source: Europe's environment, The Dobris Assessment, European Environment Agency, D. Stanners and P. Bourdeau, Copenhagen, 1994) 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: is noise an environmental problem? 11.4 THEORY 

Decibels: unit of measuring noise 
- logarithmic scale 
- from 0: threshold of normal human audibility 
to 130: threshold of pain., the so-called 

Equivalent Sound Pressure Level (Leq): 
for descrihing the impact of environmental noise on human beings: 
the mean value of sound intensity over time expressed in decibels. 

but also necessary is: 

to measure and display th.e maximum va lues of the noise 
fluctuations, 
combined with 
a measure of the number of noise events. 

For most people, noise pulses are more annoying 
than a steady pulse of noise! 

Considerable annoyance if environmental noise levels are in 
excess of about 40 dB at night and 40 dB during the day. This 
can be con1pared with a normal conversatien tone and a 
stationary passenger car. 

( Source: Europe's environment, The Dobris Assessment, European Environment Agency, 0. Stanners and P. Bourdeau, Copenhagen, 1994) 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: is r ::>ise an environmental problem? 11.5 THEORY 

Sourees of noise: 

Speech 

Music/television 

Moving furniture 

Road-traffic noise 

Airportand air-traffic nóise 

Rail-traffic noise 

Noise from industry 

Recreational activities 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: is noise an environmental problem? 11.5 THEORY 

Consequences of noise: 

Annoyance: being disturbed and affected during all kind of 
activities. 

Sleep disturbance: reduced quality of sleep, it may even 
occur that people affected are not aware of it. 

Interterenee with communication: 
- 35 dB and above interfere with speech communication 
- about 70 dB normal speech communication impossible 
-in class rooms, noise: not exceed 25 dB 
( this is equal totheslight rising of leaves!!!!!) 

Extra-auditory effects: relation between higher blood 
pressure and heart rate? 

Economie costs: less productivity, noise-induced 
illnesses, higher rate of accidents 

Not well analysed: vibrations, effects of noise on wildlife 

People's toleranee to noise levels and different 
types of noise vary 

Training course developed bf Wendy Haans, 1997 



Ewironmental problems and a way to help solving them: is noise an environmental problem? IV.1 YOUR LIFE 

IV 

DAY OF YOUR LIFE 

Training course devetoped by Wendy Haans, 1 !197 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: is noise an environmental problem? IV.3 YOUR LIFE 

TEST YOURSELF! 

ONE POINT FOR EVERY STATEMENT THAT IS APPLICABLE 
FOR YOUR SITUATION: 

1. The sound level of my radio (cassette or e.d.) depends on 
my mood. 
2. I put my stereo loud when I listen to my favourite songs. 
3. I do not have headphones. 
4. During the night, I like to watch tv or listen to radio in my 
bed, I do nottake the sound level into account at that time. 
5. I practice on my musicïnstrument when I want. 
6. In my family the house is cleaned in the evening. 
7. My dog can bark very loudly. 
8. I never warn my neighbours when I am going to have a 
party, it is none of their business. 
9. When I have an argument with my parents, or brather or 
sister (etc.) I sometimes yell and scream to make clear my 
point of view. 
10. I do nottake into account the amount of noise closing the 
door produces. 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: is noi.;e an environmental problem? IV.4 YOUR LIFE 

Which sounds do you recognise and which are 
annoying for you? 

Are these sounds also annoying when you are in ê 

good mood? · 

Or when you are sleeping? 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them:is noise an environmental problem? IV.S YOUR LIFE 

What can you do to avoid noise? 

1. Take into account the annoyance level of the people arounc 
you. 

2. Take your sound level of music equipment into account, 
especially in the evening and at night: USE HEADPHONES! 

3. Ask your neighbours which is forthem the most conven i en 
time to practice on your music instrument. 

4. Do not yell or scream in the even ing. 

5. Do move furniture too often. 

6. Take care of the noise your pets produce, especially in the 
evening and at night. When you just obtained a new ani mal, 
warn your neighbours. 

7. When you have a party warn your neighbours the day 
before. 

8. Do let your family's car running stationary while waiting in 
front of houses, shops: it also pollutes the air! 

Training course devefoped by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: is noise an environmental problem? V.1 QUESTS. 

V 

QUESTIONS AND DISCUSSION 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solv;ng them: is noise an environmentalproblem? Vl.1 PLAN 

VI 

PERSONAL ACTION PLAN 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them:is r.oise an environmental problem? Vl.2 PLAN 

What can you do to provide a sustainable 
development in which people take each other 
into account and we still can enjoy natural 
sounds? 

Training course developed by Wendy Haans, 1997 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: is noise an environmental problem? Vl.3 PLAN 

Try to change your behaviour towards 
nature: 
- avoid noise 
- point other people on their disturbing 
behaviour 

Become an active member of an 
environmental organisation or an 
ecological club: start an ecological club at 
your school! 

Correct your own and other people's 
polluting and wasting behaviour 

YOU HAVE A CHOICE AND YOU CAN 
START NOWII! 

Training course developed by Wendy 



Tests for the specHic partsof the training course 

1. Why should energy be saved? 
2. Saving water: why and how? 
3. Waste d.isposal: reduce, reuse, recycle and replace 
4. How to prevent water pollution. 
5. Is noise an environmental problem? 

The test have several purposes: 
1. to test whether the information provided has been transferred 
2. to test whether the provided tips were useful 
3. to give the students personal advice in case of d.ifficulties. 

That is why the tests have to be filled in the session after the topic was d.iscussed. 
The personal advice is important, because it can stimulate the participants and they will see that 
difficulties can be overcome. In case of recurring d.ifficulties, these subjects can be d.iscussed during the 
'Questions and Discussion' or the 'Personal Action Plan' part. 



Questions to test the covered information during the training course about environmental problems 

and a way to help solving them: why slzou/d energy be saved? 

I What is your gen der? 
0 male 0 female 
IJ. How long ago did you participate in the training course? 
0 l week ago 
0 2 weeksago 
0 more than 2 weeks ago 
liL What are the five main environmental problems in the Republic of Belarus? 
!................................................. 2 ................................................ . 
3................................................. 4 ................................................ . 
5 ................................................ . 
IV. What are the two mutual causes of the environmental problems mentioned in question 3? 
! .......................................................................................... . 
2 .......................................................................................... . 
V. Please give three alanning consequences of nowadays behaviour for the environmental situation of the 
future. 
! .......................................................................................... . 
2 .......................................................................................... . 
3 .......................................................................................... . 
VL Please give the definition of health as used by the World Health Organisation. 

VIL Please give the definition of sustainable development. 

Vlli. What is necessary to provide a sustainable future in your country? 

IX. What are 5 ways to change your behaviour regarding energy usage? 
!................................................. 2 ................................................ . 
3 ................................................. 4 ................................................ . 
5 ................................................ . 
X. What was the main aim that you chose in your personal action plan? 

XL Did you start to fulfil this aim in the time after the training course until now? 
0 Yes 
0 No, because ....................................................................... (please go to XIII) 
XII. Was it difficult to hebave according to your personal action plan? 
0 Yes 
0 No, because ........................................................................ . 
XIII. Did you talk with other people about this training course? If so, with whom and what was their 
reaction on the content of the trainjog course? 

XIV. Wasthere infonnation missing in the training course? 
0 Yes 
0 No, because ........................................................................ . 
XV. Do you understand better after the training course what you cao do to help solving environmental 
problems? 
0 Yes 
0 No, because ........................................................................ . 

Good luckji//ing this in.lfyou need morespace you can use the back ofthe paper. The results ofthe test wil/ 
be presenled at the next meeting ofthe training course. -



Questions to test the covered in formation during the training course about environmental problems and a way 

to help solving them: water saving: wlzy and lww? 

I What is your gender? 
0 male 0 female 
11. How long ago did you participate in the training course about water usage? 
0 1 week ago 0 2 weeks ago 0 more than 2 weeks ago 
lil. Which branches can be distinguished in water is used and spoiled most? 

IV. Which are the most water wasting activities in a household? Why? 

V. Wh at are the consequences of spoiling water? 

VI. Give 4 reasoos to save water. 
1 ........................................................................................................................................................ . 
2 ........................................................................................................................................................ . 
3 ............................................................................ : ........................................................................... . 
4 ........................................................................................................................................................ . 
VIT. Can you give tbree more examples as: broshing teeth tap open or closed in which you have a water 
saving and a water consuming option? 
1 ......................................................................................................................................................... . 
2 ......................................................................................................................................................... . 
3 ......................................................................................................................................................... . 
VIII. How much water do the following activities cost? 
a. taking a bath d. broshing teeth tap closed 
b. taking a shower e. broshing teeth tap open 
c. flushing the toilet. f. washing your hands 
a............................................................ d ................................................. . 
b............................................................ e .................................................. . 
c............................................................. f ................................................... . 
IX. What was the main aim that you chose in your personal action plan? 

X. Did you start to fulfil tb is aim in the time after the training course until now? 
0 Yes 
0 No, because .................................................................................................................................. . 
XL Was it difficult to behave according to your personal action plan? 
0 Yes 
0 No, because ................. , ................................................................................................................. . 
XII. Do you understand better after the training course why you have to save water and how you can do 
it? 
0 Yes 
0 No, because ................................................................................................................................... . 

Good luck fi 1/ing this in. IJ you need more space you can use the back of the paper. The resu/ts of the test wil/ 
he presenled at the next meeting ofthe training course. 



Questions to test the covered information during the training course about environmenta/ prob/ems and a way to help 

solving them: waste dispos al: reduce, reuse, recycle and rep/ace. 

I What is your gender? 
0 male 0 female 
IL How long ago did you participate in the training course about waste disposal? 
0 I week ago 0 2 weeks ago 0 more than 2 weeks ago 
liL Give the definition of waste and given at least 4 ways in which it can occur. 

IV. 
a. Can you please give three branches of waste production? 
b. What kind of waste do they produce 
c. Where do they dispose their waste? 
1 ................................................................................................................................................ . 
2 ................................................................................................................................................ . 
3 ................................................................................................................................................ . 
V. Please give the four concepts which cao help to solve waste problem? Give three practical examples for every 
concept. 
! ................................................................................................................................................ . 
2 ................................................................................................................................................ . 
3 ................................................................................................................................................ . 
4 ............................................................................................................................................................................. . 
VI. Why is waste an environmental problem? 

VII. Please give at least 5 sorts of waste as disposed by househol ds. 

!.......................................................... 4. ··································································· 
2.......................................................... 5 .................................................................... . 
3.......................................................... (6 .................................................................... ) 
VIll. Wbat can you do to help solving the waste problem? 

IX. Why is production of paper with used paper as raw material so important ? 

X. What was the main aim that you chose in your personal action plan? 

XL Did you start to fulfil this aim in the time after the training course until now? 
0 Yes 
0 No, because ............................................................................................................................ . 
XTI. Was it difficult to behave according to your personal action plan? 
0 Yes 
0 No, because ............................................................................................................................ . 
Xlli. Do you onderstand betterafter the training course what you can do to help solving the waste problem? 
0 Yes 
0 No, because ............................................................................................................................ . 

Good fuck fi//ing this in. lf you need more space you can use the back of the paper. The resu/ts of the test wil/ be 
presenled at the next meeting ofthe training course. 



Questions to test the covered infonnation during the training course about environmental problems and a way to help 

solving them: lww to prevent water pollution. 

I What is your gender? 
0 male 0 female 
IJ. How long ago did you participate in the training course about water pollution? 
0 1 week ago 0 2 weeks ago 0 more than 2 weeks ago 
lil. Why is water pollotion an environmental problem? 

IV. Please give at least 5 consequences of water pollution? 
1 ............................................................... 4 .......................................................... . 
2 ............................................................... 5 .......................................................... . 
3 ............................................................... (6 .......................................................... ) 
V. There are 7 sourees of water pollotion one is households. What are the other 6? 
1 ................................................................ 4 ............................................................ . 
2 ................................................................ 5 ........................................................... .. 
3 ................................................................ 6 ............................................................ . 
VI. Please give two main ways of water pollotion of each of the above mentioned polluters. 
1 ................................................................................................................................................ . 
2 ................................................................................................................................................ . 
3 ................................................................................................................................................ . 
4 ................................................................................................................................................ . 
5 ................................................................................................................................................ . 
6 ................................................................................................................................................ . 
VII. Complete the list for households until at least 4 ways of water pollotion 

VIII. Please give 4 detergents and their harmful components. 
1 ................................................................................................................................................ . 
2 ................................................................................................................................................ . 
3 ................................................................................................................................................ . 
4 ................................................................................................................................................ . 
IX. How can you prevent water pollotion in your own household? Give at least 5 examples. 

IX. What was the main aim that you chose in your personal action plan? 

X. Did you start to fulfil this aim in the time after the training course until now? 
0 Yes 
0 No, because ........................................................................................................................... . 
XI. Was it difficult to behave according to your personal action plan? 
0 Yes 
0 No, because ............................................................................................................................ . 
XII. Do you onderstand betterafter the training course how you can help solving the problem of water pollution? 
0 Yes 
0 No, because ............................................................................................................................ . 

Good fuck filling this in. 1f you need more space you can use the back of the paper. The results of the test wil/ be 
presenled at the next meeting ofthe training course. 



Questions to test the covered information during the training course about environmental problems and a way to help 

solving them: is noise an environmental problem? 

I What is your gender? 
0 male 0 female 
II. How long ago did you participate in the training course about waste disposal? 
0 1 week ago 0 2 weeks ago 0 more than 2 weeks ago 
III. Wh at is noise? 

IV. What kind of noise can be distinguished? 

V. What is the unit in which noise is depicted? 

VL Why is noise an environmental problem? 

VIL When is noise harmful? 

Vlli. Can you please give at least 6 sourees of noise. 
!........................................................................... 4 .................................................................................... . 
2 ...........................................................................• 5 ........................................................................... . 
3........................................................................... 6 .................................................................................... . 
IX. What are the main consequences of noise? Give 3 consequences. 
1. ...................................................................................................................................................................... . 
2 ....................................................................................................................................................................... . 
3 ....................................................................................................................................................................... . 
X. What can you do to avoid noise? 
1 ....................................................................................................................................................................... . 
2 ....................................................................................................................................................................... . 
3 ....................................................................................................................................................................... . 
4 ....................................................................................................................................................................... . 
XI. What was the main aim that you chose in your personal action plan? 

XII. Did you start to fulfil this aim in the time after the training course until now? 
0 Yes 
0 No, because ................................................................................................................................................... . 
xm. Was it difficult to hebave according to your personal action plan? 
0 Yes 
0 No, because ................................................................................................................................................... . 
XV. Do you onderstand better after the training course how you can help solving the problem of noise? 
0 Yes 
0 No, because ................................................................................................................................................... . 

Good luckfilling this in.lfyou need morespace you can use the back ofthe paper. The results ofthe test wil/ be 
presenled at the next meeting ofthe training course. 



Environmental problems and a way to help solving them: APPENDIX 

LIST WITH NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF ENVIRONMENT AL 
ORGANISATIONS: 

Assana EcoHome For Mother Earth 
(Environmental Contact persen: lra Syxi Contact persen: 
Association) tel: 2324544 lra Lobko 
220015 Minsk tel: 2603279 
P.O.Box43 

EcoPhone Green Class United Way 
Svetlana Koptel 243028 Gornel ( lnternationa I 
tel: 2394177 Soretskaj Str. Apt. 65 Organisation) 
e-mail: Minsk 
pekot@nsys. minsk. by Yralskaj str. 3 

'School 2' Green Ä.rrow Student's National 
Alexander Chirkov 220009 Minsk EcoCenter of 
tel: 2688379 ui. Scherbakova, d. 14, Bel a rus 
e-mail: kn. 3 220022 Minsk 
school2@nsys. minsk. by Tamara Adamovna ui. Makaenka, d.8 

Rysenkova Lidia Aleksandrovna 
tel/fax: 2635209, Kurganova 
2305362 tel: 2645070, 
e-mail: 2635132 
root@swta.minsk.by e-mail: 

root@swta.minsk.by 

Youth Environmental Ecoline A Seed Europe 
Movement 20113 Minsk P.O.Box 92066 
Belaya Rus P.O.Box 170 1 090 AB Amsterdam 
22 Minsk tel/fax: 2302778 the Netherlands 
65. Skaryny Avenue, e-mail: tel + 31-20-6682236 
Building 18 ecobel@glas.apc.org e-mail: 
e-mail: WWW: aseedeur@antenna. n 
ecology _zone8@infra. belp http://ecologia.nier.org/ I 
ak.minsk.by 


